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Background
Heavy precipitation (ca 30 mm) along with an impressive temperature rise (almost 26°C in 60 hours) and
abnormally warm temperatures (up to 18.1°C) occurred between 9 April and 11 April 2016 in Kobbefjord.
Within 24 hours, the water level of Badesø in Kobbefjord rose by 0.85 m and thus reached its second
highest water level since the start of the measurements.
As a consequence of the combination of heavy rain, abrupt temperature rise and likely an unstable snow
pack, we observed a number of avalanches that in parts also destroyed some of our monitoring
installations. Automated cameras recorded a significant amount of mud/rocks that got transported during
the process (Fig. 1).
Reviewing the literature, we found, that the type of avalanches is best characterized as a ‘slush flow’,
defined as a ‘mudflow-like flowage of water-saturated snow’ (c.f.[Washburn and Goldthwait, 1958]).
Prerequisites are heavy precipitation and high temperatures. In other areas a climatology for such extreme
events exists [Eckerstorfer and Christiansen, 2011] but this is lacking for the Nuuk area and likely for
Greenland as a whole.
The avalanches impacted vegetation and eroded soil. In addition to the observations in Kobbefjord, we
have reports from avalanches/landslides that occurred during this event on Nordlandet, in Amitsuloq and
Buksefjord. We suspect that the spatial scope of similar avalanches was much greater. Such mass
movements are clearly a hazard for infrastructure and along with the recent warming in Greenland (e.g.,
[Mernild et al., 2014]) there are indications that their frequency increases [Bokhorst et al., 2016]. This
makes understanding them vital for adaptation measures.

Figure 1: Example of an image taken with an automated camera overlooking Badesø, Kobbefjord. Left: before the event, right:
after. Courtesy: GeoBasis, GEM.

The aim of this project was therefore to (I) quantify an extreme event in West Greenland, (II) describe
conditions that lead to that and to (III) assess the potential of Remote Sensing methods for defining the
spatial extent of the April 2016 avalanche event.

Quantification of the extreme event
We used time-lapse imagery, automated weather station data and hydrological data in order to quantify
the nature of the event.
We found:





A warm front brought in total 25 mm precipitation and a temperature rise of 22.2 °C (Figure 2)
Snow cover was very shallow during this winter and largely disappeared during the event (Figure 3)
More than 800 avalanches occurred during this avalanche cycle in the greater Nuuk area (example:
Figure 4)
During this event we measured the second highest discharge in the history of our measurements in
Kobbefjord (>300 m3/s), which was unexpected that early in the season (Figure 5).

Figure 2: air temperature evolution in Kobbefjord, Nuuk and Kapisillit (red) and the precipitation values at these sites (blue). The
grey line indicates the timing when an avalanche destroyed a monitoring station.

Figure 3: snow depths in Kobbefjord since 2008; 2016 is marked in red.

Figure 4: Avalanche detection (red features) in a Sentinel-1 RGB change detection image with activity image from 17 April 2015
and reference image from 5 April 2015 (descending relative orbit 025, VV polarization). The inlet map shows the areal extent of
the SAR image.

Figure 5: discharge in Kobbefjord for each year from 2009-2015 (grey lines). 2016 is marked in blue and the overall average in
red.

Climate Conditions leading to the extreme event
We identified climate conditions that are typical for strong rain events during winter by analyzing the 10
years of climate measurements in Kobbefjord. Warm air masses transported along a pressure ridge towards
Southwest Greenland were a precondition for the rain-on-snow event causing saturation of the snow-pack

and thus favoring avalanche activity. We compared a number of events with strong precipitation during
warm conditions in winter and found a consistent pattern of synoptic conditions (Fig. 7 left) and
precipitation sums (Fig. 7 right).

Figure 6: 500 hPa geopotential height (left) and precipitation sums (right). NCEP/NCAR reanalysis.

Remote sensing as a tool to quantify large-scale avalanche events

Figure 7 shows the workflow and the methodology that leads to the avalanche detection with Sentinel
data. Data situation proofed to be optimal for our case-study.

Figure 7: Snow avalanche and slushflow detection in Sentinel-1 (S1) SAR data and Sentinel-2 (S2) optical data. a) S1 reference
image (single backscatter image in DES-descending geometry) from day 0 (1 April) showing no signs of activity. b) S1 activity
image (single backscatter image) from day 12 (13 April) with 11 detectable snow avalanches and slushflows exhibiting high
backscatter. Radar shadow and layover areas are masked out in white c) S1 RGB image with the day 0 images in the R and B
channels and the day 12 image in the G channel. Snow avalanches and slushflows exhibit high backscatter appearing thus in
green. Radar shadow and layover areas are masked out in black. d) S2 RGB from day 25 (26 April) where 5 of the 9 sub areas
with snow avalanche and slushflow activity are detectable.

Outreach
The results of the project were presented as a report card for the GEM-project (appendix1) poster
presentation at AGU 2017 (Abermann et al., 2017) and are in review for a peer-reviewed journal
(Abermann et al., 2018). Furthermore they have been presented on a workshop on Slushflows at NVE in
Oslo (November 2017) and at the GEM synergy workshop in Nuuk in February 2018.
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Budget used
Below is an overview of the planned use of the project and the actual use. We used slightly more than
budgeted. The 1.6% deviation or DKK 2539.- is covered through Asiaq self financing.

